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With the continuous development of sequencing technology, the amount of bioinformatics data has increased geometrically, and
the massive amount of bioinformatics data puts forward more stringent requirements for sequence assembly problems. -e
sequence assembly algorithm based on DBG (De Bruijn graph) strategy is a key algorithm in bioinformatics, which is widely used
in the domain of gene sequence assembly. Current research on the domain of sequence assembly always focuses on optimization
of specific steps to a specific algorithm and lack of research on domain-level high-abstract algorithm frameworks. To some extent,
it leads to the redundancy of the sequence assembly algorithm, and some problems may be caused by the artificial selection
algorithm. -is paper analyzes the domain of DBGSA and establishes a feature model of this domain. Based on the production
programming method, the DBGSA algorithm component is interactively designed. With the support of the PAR platform, the
DBGSA algorithm component library is formally implemented, and furthermore, the DBGSA component library is used to
assemble the specific algorithm.-is research adds domain-level research to the domain of sequence assembly and implements the
DBGSA component library, which can assemble specific sequence assembly algorithms, ensuring the efficiency of algorithm
development and the reliability of assembly generation algorithms. At the same time, it also provides a valuable reference for
solving problems in the domain of sequence assembly.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the second-generation high-
throughput sequencing technology and the third-generation
single-molecule sequencing technology, scientists have
accelerated the analysis of the genome and the information it
carries. And the cost of gene sequencing has been contin-
uously reduced with the development of high-throughput
sequencing technology and single-molecule sequencing
technology. -e accumulation of multiple omics data in-
cluding genomics and transcriptomics has provided massive
data resources for bioinformatics, but it also brought new
challenges.

Sequence assembly algorithm [1] is a key algorithm in
bioinformatics. -ere are a lot of sequence fragment data
obtained through the second-generation high-throughput

sequencing technology, but the sequence obtained by se-
quencing is too short, resulting in insufficient information
contained in the sequence, and is unable to provide sufficient
information for subsequent research work. -erefore, the
sequence fragments obtained by sequencing must be as-
sembled to obtain sufficiently long sequence fragments. -e
process of assembling the short sequence fragments ob-
tained from the initial measurement is called sequence as-
sembly. At present, the commonly used methods include
assembly algorithm based on OLC [2–4], assembly algo-
rithm based on greedy strategy [5, 6], and assembly algo-
rithm based on DBG strategy [7–9]. -is paper mainly
focuses on the research in the domain of DBG Strategy-
based Assembly Algorithm (DBGSA).

-e assembly algorithm based on the DBG strategy was
originally introduced by R. M. ldury and M. S. Waterman in
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1995. -e first assembly software Euler based on the DBG
algorithm is published in 2001 [10, 11]. In 2008, the
velvet algorithm [12] was jointly proposed by Zerbino and
Birney. In 2009, the ABySS algorithm [13] was jointly
proposed by Simpson et al. SOAPdenovo [14] is an as-
sembler designed by BGI in 2010 to solve the difficulty of
assembly large-scale repeated short sequences generated by
NGS parallel DNA sequencing technology from scratch.
Aiming at the problem that single-cell and metagenomic
sequencing technologies are difficult to sequence the uneven
sequencing depth of different regions to the genome between
different species or within the same species, a solution to the
problem of de novo assembly algorithm, IDBA-UD, is
proposed [15]. metaSPAdes [16] assemble single-cell and
highly polymorphic diploid genomes by fusing methods in a
series of proven SPAdes tools.

-e sequence assembly algorithm based on the DBG
strategy mainly includes three steps:

(1) -e first step is to build a De Bruijn graph. First, all
the reads involved in the assembly are divided into
sequence fragments of length k, called k-mers. And
the adjacent k-mers in the same read have k− 1 base
overlap. -en, use k-mer as the node of the graph to
build a DBG graph

(2) -e second step is the contigs construction step.
Simplify the DBG diagram by removing error
structures such as tips, bubbles, and repeats caused
by sequencing errors. After the simplification is
completed, the contigs are found by traversing the
DBG graph to find the Euler path that each edge in
the graph passes only once

(3) -e third step is the scaffolds step. Align the contigs
obtained in the second step with the original se-
quencing reads, fill in the gaps between unconnected
contigs according to the alignment information, and
read position information to obtain the final com-
plete DNA sequence

-rough an in-depth analysis of the DBGSA domain,
combined with domain engineering methods, generative
programming methods and abstract modeling techniques
designed and implemented an abstract generic algorithm
component library based on the DBG strategy assembly
algorithm to improve the reliability and reusability of al-
gorithm components in this domain. First, according to the
method of domain engineering, the domain analysis of
DBGSA is carried out, and the general features and variable
features and the dependencies between them are extracted to
establish the domain feature model of DBGSA. -en, the
algorithm component was designed according to the feature
model, and the interaction model of the component was
established [17, 18]. Furthermore, with the support of the
new high-reliability software development platform PAR,
the generic abstract programming language Apla is used to
formally realize the components, forming a high abstract
DBGSA component library based on Apla. Finally, the
highly reliable DBGSA algorithm is generated through the
component assembly.

2. Related Technologies and Methods

2.1. Experiment Data. We obtained the genome sequence
data of an African male individual from the NCBI database
(HapMap DNA identifier NA18507), which was generated
by the Illumina Genome Sequencer.

2.2. Generative Programming. Generative Programming
[19] (GP) can be regarded as a software engineering method
of product line engineering. Essentially, it is to design and
implement components so that they can be applied to the
general structure of the product line and then produce
software products in an automated form. -e process of GP
has two main steps: first, it is necessary to transform the
current development method for only one software system
into the development of this software system family, analyze
the software system family, find out the commonalities, and
develop the correct common components; then, we need to
design and realize a kind of generator, used to realize the
assembly automation of the components. -e key step of GP
is the design of the production domain model, which in-
cludes a problem space, a solution space, and the configu-
ration knowledge mapping relationship between the
problem space and the solution space.

Use the example of buying a computer to describe the
production domain model. -e buyer can be regarded as the
problem space. -e computer he needs to buy can be
expressed by the following features, such as thin and light,
high performance, high-definition display, and other fea-
tures. When these features are passed to the computer
manufacturer after the computer merchant, it will be de-
scribed as more specific features. For example, the computer
is a laptop, the processor needs to be i7 or more, and the
screen size is 19 inches or more. -ese feature descriptions
belong to the description of the solution space.

-e solution space represents design. It mainly includes
the components that need to be realized and the combi-
nation relationship between them. When designing, it needs
to be considered to maximize the composability between the
components and minimize redundancy. -e mapping re-
lationship of configuration knowledge specifies illegal fea-
ture combinations, construction rules (combinations of
realization components converted from certain combina-
tions of features), and optimization rules (a certain com-
bination of realization components may be better than other
combinations of realization components).

-e problem space represents the requirement. When
requesting components from the component library, only
the necessary features should be specified, and too many
detailed features should not be specified. If too many de-
tailed features are specified, the redundancy in the solution
space will be too large. -is is an important principle of
design to problem space.

-e mapping relationship of configuration knowledge is
mainly used to separate the problem space and the solution
space. An important principle of the separation of problem
space and solution space is to make independent evolution
in the two spaces in an independent manner. When adding
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new components to the solution space or improving existing
components, they are only required to cover the functions
previously required in the problem space, so there is no need
to modify the client code.

2.3. Feature Modeling. Domain engineering [20] is the
collection, organization, and preservation of resources de-
veloped in a reusable form when constructing a system or
some parts of a system in a specific domain. -en, when
constructing a new system, provide an adequate method to
reuse the saved resources. Domain engineering has three
parts, namely, domain analysis, domain design, and domain
realization.

Domain analysis mainly analyzes many systems in the
domain, finds out the common and variable features of these
systems, and then classifies them. Its purpose is to select and
define the domain to be analyzed and solved and to collect
relevant domain information and integrate it into a con-
sistent domain model.

Domain design refers to the development of an archi-
tecture for the system family in the domain.

Domain realization refers to the entire process of
implementing architecture and components using appro-
priate technologies.

In the process of domain analysis, there is a very im-
portant concept feature modeling [21]. Feature modeling is
not only an important contribution of domain engineering
to software engineering but also an indispensable part of
generative programming. Feature modeling includes the
following two steps. First, determine the content of the
research domain and the boundary of the domain. -en,
analyze the common features and different features of the
members to the domain, and determine the dependence of
the features. -e establishment of feature models can ef-
fectively avoid the loss of some common and different
features in the domain analysis process. Zhang and Mei
proposed a feature-oriented domain modeling method
(FODM) in 2003 [22]. Considering the features of the do-
main’s services, functions, and behavioral features, through
analyzing the service, function, behavioral features, domain
terminology, commonality and variability, interaction
process, and quality requirements, the feature model is fi-
nally obtained through continuous retrospective refinement.

2.4. PAR Method. PAR [23–27] (Partition-and-Recur) is a
formal development method based on partition and re-
cursion. It has customized an algorithm design language
Radl (Recurrence-based Algorithm Design Language) and
abstract programming language Apla (Abstract Program-
ming Language). It also includes a unified algorithm design
and proof method and a series of generation systems (PAR
platform). Apla language can directly use abstract data types
and abstract procedures to write programs. It has the ad-
vantages of concise and rigorous mathematical language,
and the high abstractness of the language itself is very
suitable for describing abstract algorithm programs. Apla
mainly supports the mechanisms of generic programs: type
parameterization, subprogram parameterization, and user-

defined generic ADT. -e PAR method development pro-
cess is shown in Figure 1.-e advantages of the PARmethod
are as follows:

(1) Apla introduces the keyword sometype to define type
variables, type parameters, parameter return value
types of procedural functions, and basic types of
combined data types and uses types as parameters to
realize the genericization of programs

(2) Apla subprogram parameterization includes process
parameterization and function parameterization.
-e keywords proc and func are used in the sub-
program to declare the process as a parameter and
function as a parameter, and the process or function
is used as the formal parameter list of the
subprogram

(3) User-defined generic ADT: there are predefined
abstract data types (ADT) in Apla. In addition, users
can use custom ADT to make the Apla language
more flexible and program description functions
more powerful. ADT custom operations include the
definition of ADT and the realization of ADT

ADTdefinition includes operation name, operation type,
and operation parameters. -e ADT implementation part
gives the specific implementation methods of these opera-
tions; Apla defines keywords such as define, ADT, enddef,
implement, and endimp to describe the name of the custom
ADT and its corresponding operation implementation. In
addition, the PAR platform also supports the conversion of
Apla into executable high-level programming languages
such as C++ and Java, which provides good support for the
rapid and reliable development of components.

3. DBGSA Domain Modeling

With the development of time, many sequence assembly
algorithms based on the DBG strategy have been derived.
-ese sequence assembly algorithms based on the DBG
strategy are combined to form the domain of DBGSA. -e
main content of this chapter is to analyze the domain of
DBGSA and establish a feature model of this domain. -en,
we abstract the features in the model into components and
use Apla to implement all components.

3.1. Domain Analysis

3.1.1. Velvet Algorithm. Velvet algorithm is a de novo as-
sembly algorithm proposed by Zerbino and Birney [12] that
runs under Unix. It is mainly used to assemble sequences
with a length of 25 to 500 bp. -e velvet algorithm is based
on the de Bruijn graph strategy. It runs various error cor-
rection steps after building the graph, which can effectively
simplify the de Bruijn graph to eliminate errors and solve the
problem of duplication. -e velvet algorithm is verified on
simulation data and real data, and the maximum N50 can
reach 50k. In recent years, there have been many applica-
tions and research studies on the velvet algorithm [28]. -e
main steps of the velvet algorithm are as follows:
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(1) Build de Bruijn graph: put all the original data into
the hash table to build the index. -en, calculate the
K-mer, and use the k-mer to build the de Bruijn
graph.

(2) Simplify the graph: when node A has an output edge
pointing to B and node B has only one input edge,
then the two nodes A and B are merged into one
node.

(3) Error correction: use the difference between the
expected coverage of the gene sequence and the
random error to correct the error.

(4) Remove tips: if a tip path is less than 2k, this path is
removed as an isolated point.

(5) Remove bubbles: use the tour bus algorithm to
search for bubbles, and then merge the bubble paths.

(6) In the contigs stage, find a path that has and passes
through each edge only once from the simplified de
Bruijn graph. -is path is contig.

(7) In the scaffold stage, all contigs are assembled into
the final scaffold sequence, and then output.

3.1.2. ABySS Algorithm. -e ABySS algorithm was origi-
nally developed for the de novo assembly of genomes,
especially for large genomes. -e advantage of the ABySS
assembly algorithm is that it can perform parallel opera-
tions and run multiple assembly tasks at the same time, so it
may process a much larger genome than velvet. It is cur-
rently the only gene sequence assembly algorithm that can
be assembled in parallel. In recent years, there have been
many applications and researches on the ABySS algorithm
[29–31]. -e main steps of the ABySS algorithm are as
follows:

(1) Build the graph: first, it will be transferred into the
distributed system to calculate all the k-mers and
read from the sequence to save their adjacency.
Finally, the k-mer is placed in the distributed de
Bruijn graph.

(2) Remove tips: if a tip path is less than 2k, this path is
removed as an isolated point.

(3) Remove bubbles: use the bubble removal algorithm
to search for bubbles, and then merge the bubble
paths.

(4) In the contigs stage, find a path that has and passes
through each edge only once from the simplified de
Bruijn graph. -is path is contig.

(5) In the scaffold stage, all contigs are assembled into
the final scaffold sequence, and then output.

3.1.3. SOAPdenovo Algorithm. SOAPdenovo is a high-
throughput sequencing de novo assembly software devel-
oped by BGI. It uses a new type of short-read assembly
method that can construct a de novo assembly sketch of the
human genome. SOAPdenovo is mainly used for de novo
assembly of large animal and plant genomes; of course, it
also performs well for the assembly of bacterial and fungal
genomes. -is algorithm is specifically used to assemble
short-read sequencing data generated by Illumina. SOAP-
denovo provides a new way to construct reference se-
quences. It also provides a tool for efficient and accurate
analysis of unknown genomes. In recent years, there have
been many applications and research studies on the
SOAPdenovo algorithm [32]. -e main steps of SOAP-
denovo algorithm are as follows:

(1) Error correction: by using the frequency information
of k-mers, k-mers with a frequency less than 3 will be
removed.

(2) Build the graph: for the de Bruijn graph, each node is
a k-mer, and two nodes overlapping by k− 1 bases
will be connected into an edge.

(3) Remove tips: if a tip path is less than 2k, this path is
removed as an isolated point.

(4) Remove repeats: if a node has N incoming edges,
there are paths that support N outgoing edges, and
there is no conflict between the paths; then, remove
the node and split into N parallel paths.

(5) Remove bubbles: use the Dijkstra algorithm to search
for bubbles, and then merge the bubble paths.

(6) In the contigs stage, find a path that has and passes
through each edge only once from the simplified de
Bruijn graph. -is path is contig.

(7) In the scaffold stage, all contigs are assembled into
the final scaffold sequence, and then output.

-e general flowchart of the three algorithms is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: PAR method development process.
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Based on the modeling method of the FODM domain,
this paper combines DBGSA domain service, function,
and behavior features to construct the DBGSA domain
model. -e core service in this domain is based on the
sequence assembly of DBG. -rough the analysis of the
sequence assembly steps based on the DBG strategy, the
assembly operation service can be further divided into
functions such as error correction, build graph, simplified
graph, remove operation, contigs, and scaffolds. Among
them, the remove operation can be divided into three
functions: remove tips, remove bubbles, and remove tiny
repeats. In the assembly operation service, error correc-
tion, build graph, remove tips, remove bubbles, contigs,
and scaffolds are mandatory functions, and simplify graph
and remove repeats are optional functions. For the remove
bubbles operation, the remove bubbles mode is its be-
havioral characteristic. -is dimension has three values,
namely, Tour_Bus, R_B, and Dijkstra. Based on the above
analysis, a feature model is constructed for this domain, as
shown in Figure 3.

3.2. Domain Design

3.2.1. Component Design. Based on the above field analysis,
we extracted the commonalities and expressed the differ-
ences with parameters, thus designing the following abstract
generic assembly algorithm components described in the
Apla language:

function DBGSA (somefunc simplify_graph (g: dig-
raph); somefunc remove_bubbles (g: digraph); some-
func removes_repeats (g: digraph); seq: list (list (char)):
list (char)

Errot_correction ();
Build_graph ();
Simplify_graph (g);
Remove_tips ();
Remove_bubbles ();
Remove_repeats ();
Contigs
Scaffoidings

Among them, somefunc is a keyword defining
function parameters, digraph is a directed graph type pre-
defined in the PAR platform, and list is a predefined se-
quence type.

3.2.2. Component Interaction. Different components gen-
erate algorithms through interaction, and the interaction
between components is also an important part of the
component library. In this section, based on the feature
model of the DBGSA domain established in Section 3, the
interaction relationship between components is further
analyzed to obtain the interaction model of the DBGSA
component library.

-e function of each step is as follows: error correction is
to operate on the original short sequence. First, decompose it
into k-mer and count the frequency of each k-mer, and then
delete the k-mer with frequency <3. Build De Bruijn graph is
to generate De Bruijn graph from the set of k-mer after error
correction. Simplified graph is to simplify the generated De
Bruijn graph and merge some isolated points. Remove
branches is to delete all branches in the De Bruijn graph
whose branch length is less than 2k.-e bubble removal is to
merge the two edges of the bubble in the De Bruijn graph
into one edge. Repeat removal is to remove the tiny repeats
in the De Bruijn graph. Contigs is to find a path that has and
passes through each edge only once from the final De Bruijn
graph. -is path is contig. Scaffolding is to assemble all
contigs into the final scaffold sequence, which is the final
output-gene sequence.

-rough the establishment of the DBGSA feature model,
it is analyzed that the algorithm mainly includes five
changing process features: error correction, construction of
De Bruijn diagram, branch removal, contigs, and scaffold-
ing. We take these features in the feature model as the main
components and other features and related data as auxiliary
components. -en, we established an interaction model
between components according to their priorities. -e
model is shown in Figure 4.

-e nodes connected by the solid lines in Figure 4
represent the basic components that must be included in
the DBGSA domain, which corresponds to the 5 mandatory
features in the feature model. -e direction represented by
the solid arrows indicates that the execution priority of the

Error correction Remove tipsBuild graph Simplify graph

Contigs Remove repeats Remove bubblesScaffolds

Figure 2: General flowchart of three algorithms.
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five components is from high to low; the dotted arrows
indicate the interaction between the two components during
the execution of the algorithm. As shown in Figure 4, the
contig component needs to use the component diagram to
determine whether it is a connected graph operation; the

dotted arrow represents the data, structure, and associated
operations required during the algorithm assembly process.
For example, two abstract data types (ADT) need to be used
in contig components: the ADT to remove air bubbles and
the ADT to remove tiny duplicates.

S Assembly_operation

F

Error_connection Simplify_graph ScaffoldsContigsBuild_graph Remove

B

Remove_tips Remove_bubbles Remove_repeats

Remove_bubbles_mode

Tour_Bus DijkstraR_B

S: service
F: function
B: behavior 

Feature
Single selection

Figure 3: Feature model.

Error correction Build graph ScaffoldingRemove tips Contig

Simplify graph

Remove 
bubbles

Remove 
repeatsBdigraph ADT

Bassemble ADT

Component priority
Component_interaction
Associated_operation or data

Optional or data
Mandatory

Figure 4: Component interaction model.
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-e above interaction model includes the current
mainstream sequence assembly algorithm, including the
velvet algorithm, ABySS algorithm, and SOAPdenovo
algorithm.

3.3. Apla Formal Implementation. Apla language can di-
rectly use abstract data types and abstract procedures to
write programs, so it can describe algorithm problems more
abstractly and is easy to verify the correctness of the pro-
gram, ensuring the correctness and reliability of the pro-
gram. In this section, based on the feature model of the
DBGSA domain and the interactive model of algorithm
components, the DBGSAmodel is formalized based on Apla.
Due to space limitations, this paper only gives the definition
of the components in the DBGSA domain and the specific
explanation of the parameters in the program code.

error_correction component ADT
-e sequence is decomposed into k-mers, which are

usually determined by multiple factors such as gene size,
read length, and computer memory. -e error_cor-
rection component uses the frequency information of k-
mer, and the k-mer of frequency (<3) will be removed.

procedure error_correction (a []: Array []);
begin

. . .. . ./∗Program code segment, omitted, the same
below∗/

end;
bdigraph component ADT

-is component includes build_graph component,
simplify_graph component, remove_tips component,
remove_bubbles component, and remove_repeats compo-
nent, which constitutes a whole, and then defines it as an
ADT type. -e ADT is defined as follows:

define ADT Bdigraph(sometype elem);
type Bdigraph� private;
function generate_graph (seq: list (char)): digraph;
function simplify_graph (g: digraph): digraph;
function remove_tips (g: digraph): digraph;
function Tour_Bus (g: digraph): digraph;
function B_R (g: digraph): digraph;
function Dijkstra (g: digraph): digraph;
function remove_repeats (g: digraph): digraph;
. . .. . .

enddef.

Among them, the ADT type is named Bdigraph and has a
type parameter elem; the function generate_graph represents
the transformation of the input sequence to generate a De
Bruijn graph; the function simplify_graph means to simplify
the obtained De Bruijn graph; the function remove_tips
represents tip removal of the De Bruijn graph; the function

Tour_Bus represents the use of Tour_Bus algorithm to
remove bubbles from the De Bruijn graph; the function B_R
represents the use of bubble removal algorithm to remove
bubbles from the De Bruijn graph; the function Dijkstra
represents the use of Dijkstra’s algorithm to remove bubbles
from the De Bruijn graph; the function remove_repeats
represents the small repetition removal of De Bruijn graph.

Bassemble component ADT
-is component includes contigs and scaffolds

components, which form a whole, and then define it as
an ADT type. -e ADT is defined as follows:

define ADT Bassemble (sometype elem);
function contigs (l: list (char)): list (char);
function scaffolds (l: list(char)): list (char);
. . .. . .

enddef.

Among them, the ADT type is named Bassemble and has
a type parameter elem; the function contigs means to find a
path from De Bruijn graph that each edge has and only
passes once to obtain contigs; the function scaffolds indicates
that the assembled contigs will continue to be assembled to
form the final output genome sequence.

4. Algorithm Assembly and Experiments

4.1. Algorithm Assembly. We choose some components in
the DBGSA component library for assembly and implement
a specific sequence assembly algorithm (hereinafter referred
to as the assembled algorithm). Part of the procedure is as
follows:

program DBGSA_Assembly;
const

path DBGSA Output:list (char); //DBGSA output
address
var

Seqs: list (list (char)); //seqs is input sequence
//-e instantiation process of graph operation by As-
sembly algorithm
procedure progressive-depth (sometype elem; ADT
Bdigraph (sometype elem); ADT Bassemble (sometype
elem)). ADT Bdigraph: new bio_digraph (seqs; proc
error_correction ());
function generate_graph (): new graph_generate ();
function remove_tips (): new tips_remove ();
function B_R (): new R_B ();
begin

. . .. . .//program code segment, Omit, Same as below
end;
//-e instantiation process of sequence assembly by
Assembly algorithm
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ADT Bassemble: new bio_assemble (g: digraph; ADT
Bdigrapg (sometype elem));
function traverse_graph (): new graph_traverse ();
function contigs (): new bcontigs ();
function scaffolds (): new bscaffolds ();
function get_all_graph_contigs (): new bget_all_-
graph_contigs ();
function error_correction (): new berror_correction ();
function local_assembly (): new bloacl_assembly ();
begin

. . .. . .

end;
//Assembly algorithm main program formal code
procedure BASSEMBLY: new DBGSA assemble algo-
rithm (sometype elem; ADT Bdigraph (sometype
elem); ADT Bassemble (sometype elem); k� k min:
integer; k max: integer; seqs_(k− 1): list)
begin

bio_digraph generate_graph (seqs_(k− 1));
bio_digraph remove_tips (g: digraph);
bio_digraph.B_R (g: digraph);
bio_assemble.traverse_graph (g: digraph);
bio_assemble.get_all_graph_contigs (g: digraph);
bio_assemble.error_correction (l: list);
bio_assemble.local_assembly (l: list);
k+� 2;
if (k< k max)
BASSEMBLY ();
. . .. . .

. . .. . .

bio_assemble.scaffolds (l: list);
end;

4.2. Experiments. We used the program generation system
in the PAR platform to convert the Apla algorithm
component into the corresponding C++ component and
assembled a specific assembly algorithm. We obtained the
genome sequence data of an African male individual from
NCBI, reads1.fq and reads2.fq (accession NO.
SRA000271). We took reads1.fq and reads2.fq as input
data, the value of k is 25, and the resulting assembly result
is shown in Figure 5. -is paper chooses two currently
popular sequence assembly algorithms, i.e., velvet and
SOAPdenovo, for comparison. When k takes different

values, we compare the results of velvet, SOAPdenovo, and
the algorithm assembled in this paper. -e results are
shown in Tables 1–4.

-e Number parameter in the table represents the
number of contigs generated during the assembly process.
-e size of the species genome is fixed, so assembling as
many reads as possible to reduce the number of contigs, the
length of a single contigs will be longer, and the assembly
results will be better.

-e Max parameter in the table represents the max-
imum contig length among the contigs generated during
the assembly process. Because sequencing errors and
repeated fragments will exist in the data measured by
sequencing technology, there will be many short reads.
-is affects the number of contigs generated during the
assembly process. -e maximum length of contig can
indirectly indicate the pros and cons of the assembly
algorithm.

-e N50 parameter in the table is an important cri-
terion for evaluating the result of sequence assembly. Sort
all the contigs generated during the assembly process in
order of length from smallest to largest, and then add the
lengths of contigs in turn. When the sum of the added
length reaches half of the total length, the length of the
contigs added last is the value of the N50 parameter. -e
size of the N50 parameter value indicates the size of the
ability of the contigs sequence to cover the standard ge-
nome. -e larger the N50 value, the better the assembly
result.

-e N80 parameters in the table are similar to the N50
parameters. When the sum of the lengths of contigs added
reaches 80% of the total length, the length of the last added
contigs is the value of the N80 parameter.-e size of the N80
parameter value can also indicate the quality of the assembly
result.

According to the data in the above table, when k takes 15,
25, 35, and 45, respectively, the algorithm assembled in this
paper can obtain a better result. It is not inferior to the other
two popular sequence assembly algorithms in the Number
parameter, Max parameter, N50 parameter, and N80 pa-
rameter. When the k value is 15, the running result of the
assembled algorithm is significantly better than the
SOAPdenovo algorithm and the velvet algorithm in four
parameters. When the k value is 25, the result of the as-
sembled algorithm is slightly inferior to the SOAPdenovo
algorithm and the velvet algorithm in the four parameters.
When the values of k are 35 and 45, respectively, the running
results of the assembled algorithm are very close to the
SOAPdenovo algorithm and the velvet algorithm in four
parameters. -is also shows that the assembled algorithm
has good practicability.
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5. Conclusion

Gene sequence assembly algorithm is a key issue in bio-
informatics, and its algorithm and application research have
received extensive attention. However, there is no work that
regards it as a specialized domain and conducts research
from a high level of abstraction. -is paper analyzes genes
based on DBG strategy from the domain level. We analyze
the domain of assembly algorithm, carry out research on the
highly abstract algorithm framework to improve the

reliability and development efficiency of the algorithm, and
reduce the probability of problems such as algorithm error.

-is paper adopts generative programmingmethods and
feature modeling techniques to analyze and extract general
features and variable features in the domain of assembly
algorithms based onDBG strategy and design corresponding
components. -e interaction model between the compo-
nents is designed according to the dependency between the
features, and then the high abstract language Apla is used for
formal realization. Finally, the conversion system of the PAR

Table 1: -e results of three assembly algorithms when k� 15.

k� 15 Assembly algorithm SOAPdenovo Velvet
Number 2308 5775 966
Max 1394 964 1732
N50 241 71 383
N80 386 188 583

Table 2: -e results of three assembly algorithms when k� 25.

k� 25 Assembly algorithm SOAPdenovo Velvet
Number 907 964 344
Max 2260 4089 8976
N50 428 751 1835
N80 691 1326 3027

Table 3: -e results of three assembly algorithms when k� 35.

k� 35 Assembly algorithm SOAPdenovo Velvet
Number 1096 946 895
Max 1141 1058 1085
N50 273 262 277
N80 389 366 390

Table 4: -e results of three assembly algorithms when k� 45.

k� 45 Assembly algorithm SOAPdenovo Velvet
Number 1024 365 414
Max 413 413 424
N50 136 172 172
N80 174 197 199

Figure 5: Result of the assembled algorithm.
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platform is used to formalize the assembly of the com-
ponents in an automatic or semiautomatic manner to
generate the solution algorithm for specific problems. -e
comparative experiments in Section 4 show that the gene
sequence assembly algorithm assembled in this study has
also achieved better assembly results and has high
practicability.

-e research in this paper adds domain-level research to
the domain of gene assembly and formalizes the DBGSA
component library, which can assemble specific gene se-
quence assembly algorithms. Our research ensures the ef-
ficiency of algorithm development and the reliability of the
assembly algorithm, reduces the error and unnecessary
space-time overhead caused by manual selection algorithm
for gene assembly, and also provides a valuable reference for
solving problems in the domain of gene assembly.

Further work includes the following aspects:

(1) -e research results of the component design and
implementation based on the DBG strategy assembly
algorithm can theoretically be applied to any other
algorithms in bioinformatics. -e next step is to
expand the research domain of this paper and in-
cludemost of the gene sequence assembly algorithms
into the research scope, laying the foundation for the
future realization of a gene sequence operation
platform

(2) Development and assembly platform: through the
visual interface, users choose different components
and assemble different gene sequence assembly al-
gorithms, which further shortens the time spent by
users, facilitates user operations, and enhances the
user experience

(3) With the development of new technologies such as
big data and cloud computing, the Apla language will
surely be applied in more domains. We will carry out
further research on the PAR platform and consider
applying the Apla language and PAR platform to
other domain in bioinformatics
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